The basis of multiculturalism.

Depending of course upon the meaning imparted to the word, multicultural, a nation can only function if it is multicultural ---allowing for flexible and original thinking, and tolerant of variation in lifestyles according to personal tastes. By this is I mean religious tolerance, as well exemplified by England and Switzerland from roughly the mid sixteen hundreds, until near the end of the 20th Century. This religious tolerance/true multiculturalism stemmed directly from Protestant Christian ideals. Australia shares this Christian heritage. All Australians are migrants and by definition every submission you receive from an Australian is from a migrant. Even the aboriginals were migrant, nomadic peoples.

This propensity of Biblical Christianity to embrace varieties of peoples is spoken of by the parable of the seed in which the Kingdom of God is likened to a minute seed which grew into a great spreading tree which became a shelter and a haven for multifarious fowl.

The reason that Christianity can do this is because it is firstly a religion of grace and forgiveness whereby grudges and payback are forgotten; and secondly because its guidelines for law and administration are user-friendly to the human species.

Australia has in part thrown off its Christian heritage in many areas of law and governance and is in imminent danger of becoming a multicultural explosive.

If the reader does not see how the nation is trashing its heritage there is little I can do to enlighten. The facts are glaring and obvious to anyone with a comprehension of history, ethics, and the christian Religion. We currently are rushing headlong into societal dysfunction and anarchy. The tragedy is that Australians are collectively so benumbed and the media so duped that we dream we are still living in the glory days of unity and respect. Only an act of God can save us from falling to pieces.

Having rejected true religion it appears that we are now to be the targets of every philosophy and world view that foments discord, confusion and bitterness. There are many such philosophies and worldviews. Even Hitlerism and Stalinism carried a superficial veneer of Christianity and good will, as they were presented to the people of those times.

The obvious and urgent classic at this moment is Islam, which by its own ‘constitution’ and guidebook is a fraudulent veneer posing as a true religion. It must be de-classified from being a religion and re-classified for what any historian and thinking person knows it to be – a political movement at least as bad as Stalinism etc. It is the sworn enemy of democracy and multiculturalism.

If people wish to pray five times a day and name their God as Allah, that is their business. If people are so lost that they subscribe to a philosophy that in writing is dedicated to racism, sexism, religious cleansing, and revenge – that is Australia’s business. There can no more be true multiculturalism under Islam than there can be multiculturalism under Hitler.

And, having said that – neither can there be true multiculturalism under Germaine Greer or Bob Brown. But, there are degrees of anarchy, and the biggest foxes need to be eliminated from the fowl run as a matter of urgency. Take a look at the proof of the pudding, in the eating – the societal problems of Europe, the blasphemy laws of Islam, etc.. De-classify Islam from being a religion.

Yours sincerely,